This paper investigates the historical origins of the notion of incommensurability in contemporary philosophy of science. The aim is not to establish claims of priority, but to enhance our understanding of the notion by illuminating the various issues that contributed to its development. Kuhn developed his notion of incommensurability primarily under the influence of Fleck, Polanyi, and Kö hler. Feyerabend, who had developed his notion more than a decade earlier, drew directly from Duhem, who had developed a notion of incommensurability in 1906. The idea is that in the course of scientific advance, when fundamental theories change, meanings change, which can result in a new conception of the nature of reality. Feyerabend repeatedly used this notion of incommensurability to attack various forms of conceptual conservativism. These include the logical positivistsÕ foundational use of protocol statements, HeisenbergÕs methodological principle that established results must be presupposed by all further research, attempts to separate philosophical accounts of ontology from physics, BohrÕs principle of complementarity, and logical empiricist accounts of reduction and explanation. Focusing on the function of the notion of incommensurability common to FeyerabendÕs various critiques explicates FeyerabendÕs early philosophy as a series of challenges to forms of conceptual conservativism.
Introduction
The notion of incommensurability has undoubtedly been one of the major themes in the history and philosophy of science in the last half-century. 1 As Thomas Kuhn and Paul Feyerabend are commonly credited with introducing this provocative idea in independent publications in 1962, it may come as a surprise to learn that Feyerabend had developed his notion of incommensurability more than a decade prior to the publication of KuhnÕs The structure of scientific revolutions. However, the idea is even older than that.
This paper begins with a brief examination of the historical origins of KuhnÕs notion of incommensurability. The goal is not to determine the relation between KuhnÕs notion of incommensurability and that of his predecessors. (That would be at least an essay in itself.) Rather, the point is merely to emphasize the significant similarities and differences between Kuhn and FeyerabendÕs routes to their notions. The main bulk of the paper chronicles the less well known story of FeyerabendÕs development of his notion of incommensurability. The aim is not to establish claims of priority, but to enhance our understanding of the notion. By examining its historical origins, and by exploring the various issues that contributed to FeyerabendÕs development of it, the paper attempts to contribute to a clearer understanding of the idea and its philosophical significance. As we shall see, the main issues that shaped FeyerabendÕs development of the notion of incommensurability prior to 1962 include a contextual theory of meaning and Gestalt psychology. He refined the idea in attacks on the logical positivistsÕ foundational use of protocol statements, HeisenbergÕs methodological principle that established results must be presupposed by all further research, attempts to separate philosophical accounts of ontology from physics, BohrÕs principle of complementarity, and logical empiricist accounts of reduction and explanation. Focusing on the function of the notion of incommensurability common to FeyerabendÕs various critiques explicates FeyerabendÕs early philosophy as a series of challenges to forms of conceptual conservativism based on the idea that in the course of scientific advance, when fundamental theories change, meanings change, which can result in a new conception of the nature of reality. 
The origins of Kuhn's notion of incommensurability (1962)
In independent 1962 publications, both Feyerabend and Kuhn used the term ÔincommensurableÕ to describe certain aspects of dramatic theoretical transitions in 1 See the incommensurability bibliography in . 2 For a more comprehensive account of FeyerabendÕs early philosophy, see Oberheim (forthcoming) . the course of scientific advance. 3 As legend has it, the modern use of the term Ôincom-mensurableÕ is the product of conversations between Kuhn and Feyerabend that took place in Berkeley, California, on Telegraph Avenue around 1960 (Hacking, 1983, p. 67) . However, although Feyerabend had read and extensively commented on a draft of Kuhn (1970a Kuhn ( [1962 ) in 1960/1961, 4 Feyerabend had independently developed his notion of incommensurability, and had even independently been using the term ÔincommensurableÕ.
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Kuhn initially used the term to capture methodological, observational, and conceptual disparities between successive scientific paradigms that he had encountered in his historical investigations of the natural sciences (Kuhn, 1970a (Kuhn, [1962 . 6 Later, he used the idea to argue that there is translation failure due to differences in the taxonomic structures of successive scientific theories.
7 KuhnÕs developing notion of incommensurability has received much attention, and it continues to provoke plenty of discussion. 8 According to Kuhn, he arrived at the notion of incommensurability sometime in the mid to late 1940s as a graduate student, while attempting to understand what at first appeared to be nonsensical passages that he encountered in AristotleÕs physics. 9 However, the notion of incommensurability is conspicuously lacking from Kuhn (1957) , and Kuhn has been accused (by various sources) of having borrowed the idea (from various sources) without having given them their due credit.
For example, Agassi recently claimed that Kuhn ÔborrowedÕ the idea from Duhem, and that ÔKuhn ignored his debt to DuhemÕ (Agassi, 2002, p. 409) . In addition, according to Agassi, Kuhn denied (in a personal communication) ever having read Duhem. Agassi argues that this is highly implausible, as all members of ConantÕs circle, such as Kuhn, were familiar with DuhemÕs work. Thus, Agassi is ÔpuzzledÕ by KuhnÕs claim that incommensurability was the central innovation of his famous 1962 book, as Ôthe word [incommensurability] denotes an important idea that Duhem explained in some detail. It is that we do not forget old theories even after they are dated Õ (ibid., p. 410; italics inserted). This idea, however, does not at all capture 3 There have always been some significant differences in their conceptions of incommensurability. See Feyerabend (1977) and (1978), pp. 66-67; Hoyningen-Huene (2000a . 4 See Feyerabend ( [1960 Feyerabend ( /1961 ). 5 Feyerabend claimed that his notion of incommensurability pre-dated the 1962 introduction of the term by about a decade. See Feyerabend (1988), pp. 228 ff. and , p. 211. See also Feyerabend (1970b) , p. 219; Kuhn (1983), pp. 669, 684 n. 2; , pp. 297-298. For discussions, see Hoyningen-Huene (1993), p. 207; Preston (1997a), pp. 102-104, 216-217; Hoyningen-Huene (forthcoming) . 6 See Hoyningen-Huene (1993), p. 206 and Sankey (1993) . 7 According to Sankey, KuhnÕs notion of incommensurability underwent a major transformation to the point that his later notion has little in common with his original account. See Sankey (1993 Sankey ( , 1998 . Feyerabend can be interpreted as having anticipating KuhnÕs 1990s notion of taxonomic incommensurability, with his 1965 claim that two theories are incommensurable Ôif a new theory entails that all the concepts of the preceding theory have zero extension or if it introduces rules . . . which change the system of classes itself Õ (Feyerabend, 1965a, p. 268) . See also Carrier (2001), p. 88. 8 For example, see Hoyningen-Huene (1993) ; Sankey (1993); Bird (2003) . 9 Kuhn (1991) , p. 4. For more on KuhnÕs account of his discovery of incommensurability, see Kuhn (1977), pp. xi-xiii; (1981), pp. 3-6; (1989), pp. 49-50; (1991), p. 4; (1999), p. 33. KuhnÕs notion of incommensurability. Moreover, Agassi offers no evidence suggesting either that Duhem had actually developed a notion of incommensurability, or that Kuhn had borrowed the idea from Duhem.
Struan Jacobs has also recently rejected AgassiÕs claim about KuhnÕs unpaid debt to Duhem. However, Jacobs proceeds to accuse both Kuhn and Feyerabend of having appropriated the idea of incommensurability from Michael Polanyi, without having given Polanyi his due credit.
10 By 1958, Polanyi had indeed developed a notion of incommensurability that was similar to KuhnÕs in some significant respects, 11 and Jacobs presents some strong evidence in support of KuhnÕs unpaid debt to Polanyi. 12 However, JacobsÕs account of Polanyi as the source of KuhnÕs notion of incommensurability is incomplete, as it does not temper KuhnÕs debt to Polanyi in light of KuhnÕs debt to Ludwik Fleck.
In the foreword of Kuhn (1970a Kuhn ( [1962 ), Kuhn acknowledged FleckÕs work as anticipating many of his ideas, and he candidly admitted that although readers will find few references to Fleck, he is indebted to Fleck Ôin more ways than [he] can now reconstruct or evaluateÕ (ibid., p. vii). FleckÕs concept of a Ôthought-styleÕ clearly anticipates several senses of KuhnÕs central notion of a ÔparadigmÕ, 13 and Fleck had presented a phasemodel of scientific development covering pre-normal and normal science. He even illustrated the idea with some of the same examples Kuhn later adopted.
14 KuhnÕs debt to Fleck also directly concerns the notion of incommensurability. FleckÕs book, Genesis and development of a scientific fact, discusses conceptual change at length. 15 It emphasizes that terms acquire their meanings from their theoretical context, and that those meanings change through theoretical transitions. 16 Kuhn even used some of the same examples as Fleck did to explain meaning change (such as the concepts of chemical ÔelementsÕ and ÔcompoundsÕ).
17 Moreover, they both emphasized the theory-ladeness of observation, and they both drew explicitly from Gestalt psychology, stressing that theory can determine the perception of meaning. They both even acknowledged Wolfgang Köhler in this regard.
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10 See Jacobs (2002), p. 106 and (2003), pp. 58, 69, 70. 11 For a comparison, see Jacobs (2002 Jacobs ( , 2003 . 12 Polanyi had also used the term ÔincommensurableÕ in 1951 and 1958, but in contexts clearly different from those of Feyerabend. See Polanyi (1958), p. 174 and , p. 100. For a discussion of these and other uses of the term outside the context of philosophy of science, see Jacobs (2002), p. 111 and (2003), pp. 59-60. 13 There are also many significant differences between FleckÕs thought-styles and KuhnÕs paradigms. For a discussion, see Babich (2003) . 14 See Fleck (1979 Fleck ( [1935 ), pp. 83 ff. 15 See ibid., pp. 9, 10, 19, [20] [21] [25] [26] [27] [28] 53, 36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [53] [54] 62, 64, [92] [93] [94] [95] 98, 110, [122] [123] 128. 16 See ibid., pp. 25, 39, 40, See ibid., pp. 122-123, 128 and compare Kuhn (1970a [1962] ), pp. 130-134. 18 See Fleck (1979 Fleck ( [1935 ), pp. 16, 44, 90-93, 120, 133, 142; (1986b [1935] ), pp. 76-78; (1986c [1936] ), pp. 84-85, and compare Kuhn (1970a [1962] ), e.g. p. 204. Kuhn acknowledged his debt specifically to Gestalt psychology (ibid., p. vi), and to Kö hler (1979, p. ix) . For an excellent discussion of KuhnÕs use, and subsequent retraction, of the Gestalt metaphor to characterize theoretical advance, see Hoyningen-Huene (1993), pp. 38-41, 204-205 . For an introduction into Gestalt psychology including some aspects of its philosophical significance, see Kö hler (1947) .
In 1927, Fleck had used the term ÔincommensurableÕ to describe the in principle differences between Ômedical thinkingÕ, which attempts to understand irregular, temporally dynamic phenomena such as an illness, and Ôscientific thinkingÕ, which attempts to understand uniform phenomena such as atomism in chemistry and energetics in physics (Fleck, 1986a (Fleck, [1927 . And in 1935, Fleck had used the term ÔincommensurableÕ to describe conceptual replacements in theoretical transitions in science: ÔThe old concept of disease thus becomes quite incommensurable with the new concepts and is not replaced by a completely adequate substituteÕ (Fleck, 1979 (Fleck, [1935 , p. 62). 19 Kuhn, who was instrumental in having Fleck (1935) translated and then published in English, emphasized that his ÔrevelationÕ (his discovery of incommensurability) had occurred several years before he had read Fleck (in 1949 Fleck (in or 1950 (Kuhn, 1979, p. vii) . In fact, it was this revelation that had led him to Fleck in the first place (ibid). Kuhn also explicitly emphasized that, at that time, he was Ômuch engaged in exploring Köhler, Koffka, and other gestalt psychologistsÕ (ibid., p. ix). As we shall see, Gestalt psychologyÕs stress on the theory-ladeness of observation, and on our ability to perceive certain meanings only after we are in the possession of a particular theory is the main similarity in Kuhn and FeyerabendÕs developments of their notions of incommensurability.
Thus, Fleck had developed a notion of incommensurability that anticipates KuhnÕs, and Kuhn explicitly acknowledged his debt to Fleck. While this does not exclude JacobsÕs claims about KuhnÕs unpaid debt to Polanyi, Fleck was arguably the main influence on KuhnÕs development of his notion of incommensurability.
As we have seen, Jacobs claims that Polanyi was also the source of FeyerabendÕs notion of incommensurability, and he claims that Ôthere is no express textual evidenceÕ suggesting that Duhem contributed to FeyerabendÕs understanding of incommensurability (Jacobs, 2003, p. 60 ). As we shall see, both of these claims are incorrect.
3. Incommensurability and logical empiricism: FeyerabendÕs attack on the conceptual conservativism implicit in formal accounts of reduction and explanation (1962) FeyerabendÕs use and development of the notion of incommensurability has received less attention than has KuhnÕs. John Preston has suggested that Feyerabend developed his theory of meaning, and subsequently his notion of incommensurability, based on his misreading of Wittgenstein (Preston, 1997a, pp. 23 ff.) . However, as we shall see, this too is incorrect.
In his landmark 1962 paper ÔExplanation, reduction and empiricismÕ, Feyerabend initially introduced the term ÔincommensurableÕ as part of a criticism of the conceptual conservativism that he found in NagelÕs theory of reduction and the Hempel-Oppenheim theory of explanation. 20 He argued that formal accounts of reduction and explanation are impossible for general theories for two reasons.
The first reason that formal accounts fail is because some pairs of successive scientific theories that are supposed to be formally reducible are actually logically inconsistent. (This is not a case of incommensurability, which is the second Ôqualita-tive reasonÕ for the failure of formal accounts.) 21 Feyerabend illustrated the point by challenging one of NagelÕs favourite examples of a purported formal reduction: the reduction of Galilean to Newtonian physics. A basic assumption of Galilean physics is that the acceleration of a free-falling body is constant over any finite interval. According to Newtonian physics, the acceleration of a free-falling body is never constant. It always increases during its fall, due to the fact that the body approaches the centre of attraction. If the height of the fall is negligible compared to the radius of the earth, then the effect will also be negligible. However, if the height is significant as compared to the radius of the earth, then this effect will be considerable, and GalileoÕs theory will produce false results. Galilean physics can indeed be logically derived from NewtonÕs theory, but only by introducing a false assumption (that the height of the fall divided by the radius of the earth is zero). According to Feyerabend, Ô[i]t is therefore impossible, for quantitative reasons, to establish a deductive relationship between these two theoriesÕ (1962, p. 47; italics in original) .
Let us briefly focus on this argument and its historical origins. This is instructive for two reasons. First, it will help to clarify a misunderstanding: in his analysis of incommensurability, Preston conflates FeyerabendÕs first quantitative reason for the failure of formal accounts (logical inconsistency) with his second qualitative reason (incommensurability), and subsequently unjustly criticizes Feyerabend for being inconsistent about inconsistency and incommensurability (Preston, 1997a, pp. 105-106) . The mistaken view that between the 1960s and the 1970s Feyerabend changed his notion of incommensurability from implying logical contradiction to denying the possibility of logical contradiction is the result of conflating FeyerabendÕs two distinct reasons for the failure of formal accounts (quantitative and qualitative). Second, the historical origins of this argument illuminate the historical origins of its compliment, the second qualitative reason for the failure of formal accounts (i.e. incommensurability).
The point that some pairs of successive scientific theories are logically inconsistent had been made by Popper (1957) . Moreover, Popper had used exactly the same example as Feyerabend to make the point that, Ôlogic, whether inductive or deductive, cannot possibly make the step from [GalileoÕs theory] to NewtonÕsÕ (1972 20 I will work from the original 1962 version. It differs significantly from the 1981 reprint. For example, Feyerabend removed many acknowledgements to Popper, and he removed a lengthy passage in which he had explicitly emphasized his support for a normative approach to the philosophy of science over the descriptive approach of the historical school. 21 Feyerabend clearly distinguished Ôquantitative reasonsÕ for the failure of formal accounts (logical inconsistency), discussed in Sections 3 and 4, from the Ôqualitative reasonÕ for the failure of formal accounts (i.e. incommensurability), discussed in Sections 5 through 7. (Sections 1 and 2 introduce formal accounts, and the last Section 8, is the conclusion). [1957], pp. 199-202) . Popper also illustrated this point with another example, arguing that ÔKeplerÕs third law contradicts NewtonÕs theory in precisely the same way as GalileoÕsÕ (1972 [1957], p. 200) . In order to establish deductive relations between KeplerÕs third law (the planetÕs orbits are perfect ovals) and NewtonÕs theory, one has to make either one of two false assumptions: either that the mass of the sun is equal to the mass of the planet, or that the mass of the planet is zero. Otherwise, the two theories make quantitatively different claims about the orbits of planets around the sun. 22 Feyerabend acknowledged Popper as the source of this argument, and as the source of these examples as the Ôstarting pointÕ of his investigations in the original 1962 version of his paper. 23 Popper had acknowledged Duhem as the source of this point and the example of the relation between KeplerÕs laws and NewtonÕs theory (1972 [1957] , p. 200 n. 10).
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However, the point and the example are even older than that. They had been used against HegelÕs claim that Ô[t]he Newtonian formula may be derived from the Keplerian lawÕ ([1989 [1827] , p. 250, Part C, § 269) by Whewell in 1860.
25 Feyerabend (1962) , following Popper (1957) , following Duhem (1906) , had repeated WhewellÕs point. Thus, FeyerabendÕs innovation concerning the first reason for the failure of formal accounts was merely to apply WhewellÕs point to Nagel instead of to Hegel.
In his 1962 paper, Feyerabend distinguished such quantitative disagreements between some pairs of successive scientific theories from the second reason for the failure of formal accounts, as illustrated with other pairs of successive scientific theories, which he called Ôqualitative disagreementsÕ (discussed in Sections 5-7 of Feyerabend, 1962) . The second qualitative reason for the failure of formal accounts is the existence of incommensurable concepts.
Feyerabend used the notion of incommensurability to characterize the relation between two successive fundamental scientific theories. By fundamental scientific 22 In 1954, Feyerabend had used exactly this example to make the same point (1954, pp. 470-471) , but apparently he was drawing on PopperÕs lectures. 23 Matteo Collodel has brought to my attention that WatkinsÕs memories tend to confirm that Feyerabend had this Duhemian argument from Popper. Watkins claims that Feyerabend told him that PopperÕs Duhemian argument had impressed him strongly when he first heard it in Alpbach in 1948 (Watkins, 2000, p. 49) . When Popper reprinted his (1957) in his (1972), he added a ÔBibliographic noteÕ, emphasising three things: first, that this was his, not FeyerabendÕs point; second, that he had been making this argument since the 1940s; and third, that these facts had apparently been ÔoverlookedÕ by various authors (Popper, 1972, p. 205 ). Popper clearly felt that he was not receiving his due credit because his idea had been hijacked by Feyerabend. FeyerabendÕs response to this bibliographic note was to add a footnote (dated 1980) to the reprint of his (1962) in the first volume of his collected papers (1981) . In it, Feyerabend chastised Popper for claiming, in the bibliographic note, the point as his own, given that it was DuhemÕs (apparently not realizing, as we shall see, that it is even older), and he re-emphasized that this point was only Ôthe starting pointÕ of his investigation. Feyerabend also emphasized that his contribution to the subject was the second qualitative reason for the failure of formal accounts (i.e. incommensurability). See Feyerabend (1981), p. 47 n. 6, p. 91 n. 95, and (1962) , p. 92 n. 112. Many of the copious acknowledgements to Popper from the original (1962) no longer appear in the 1981 reprint. 24 See Duhem (1954 Duhem ( [1906 ), pp. 190-195. 25 See Whewell (1860) , Appendix H. To my knowledge, it is unclear whether Duhem, Popper, or Feyerabend were aware of WhewellÕs argument. theories, Feyerabend meant those that have ontological implications; that is those that have implications about the very nature of reality. By calling two such theories incommensurable, Feyerabend meant that they were conceptually incompatible: the main concepts of one could Ôneither be defined on the basis of the primitive descriptive terms of the other, nor related to them via a correct empirical statementÕ (1962, pp. 74, 90) . As a consequence, it is impossible to reduce incommensurable theories formally.
In 1962, Feyerabend illustrated incommensurability with a comparison of six pairs of central concepts drawn from three episodes of fundamental theory change in the course of scientific advance: (1) the dynamical characterization of impetus in impetus theory of motion and the concept of force in the conceptual apparatus of Newtonian mechanics, (2 & 3) the concepts of temperature and entropy in the transition from phenomenological thermodynamics to kinetic theory, and (4, 5, & 6) the concepts mass, length and time in the transition from Newtonian to relativistic mechanics. 26 Feyerabend also claimed that incommensurability occurs in discussions of some age-old philosophical problems; specifically, the mind-body problem, the problem of the existence of the external world, and the problem of other minds (pp. 31, 90). Feyerabend argued that such age-old philosophical problems have not been solved because the disputants resist the kind of meaning change necessary for their dissolution.
All of these sets of concepts are incommensurable because they belong to mutually exclusive theoretical perspectives. These perspectives are mutually exclusive because they give incompatible accounts of the nature of reality. Because the meanings of their terms are provided by the theories to which they belong, 27 when there is theoretical change, there are meaning changes (Feyerabend, 1962, pp. 68, 94) . These changes in meaning not only affect our theoretical and observational terms. They even affect our ontology (i.e. our conception of the nature of reality). When this occurs, there is incommensurability; or as Feyerabend later put it, a Ôtheory is incommensurable with another if its ontological consequences are incompatible with the ontological consequences of the latterÕ (Feyerabend, 1981, p. xi) .
Thus, FeyerabendÕs notion of incommensurability is intended to capture the idea of conceptual incompatibility due to changes of meaning that occur in theoretical transitions that affect our ontological beliefs. Two fundamental theories are incommensurable because the meanings of their terms are determined by the theoretical principles that govern their correct use, and these principles are qualitatively incompatible (1962, p. 58) .
Let us consider the function of FeyerabendÕs notion of incommensurability in Feyerabend (1962) . Feyerabend used the notion to attempt to expose a dogmatic element that contemporary empiricists share with school philosophies such as Platonism and Cartesianism (from whom they had tried to distance themselves by insisting on an empirical foundation for scientific knowledge). 28 The dogmatic element is due to the assumption that the meanings of empirical terms remain stable through theoretical transitions; or what Feyerabend called Ôthe principle of meaning invarianceÕ (ibid., p. 30). Feyerabend argued that this principle is inconsistent with the existence of incommensurable concepts.
Feyerabend drew two main consequences from the insight that some pairs of successive scientific theories are incommensurable. First, successive scientific theories that are incommensurable have no logical relations:
The order introduced into our experiences by NewtonÕs theory is retained and improved by relativity. This means that the concepts of relativity theory are sufficiently rich to allow us to state all the facts which were stated before with the help of Newtonian physics. Yet these two sets of categories are completely different and bear no logical relation to each other. (Ibid., Under the assumption that formal logical relations can only hold between theories if their shared terms share meanings, as they have different meanings, they cannot be brought directly into formal relations.
29 This is the basis of FeyerabendÕs argument against formal accounts of reduction and explanation. Second, a revision in the logical empiricist conception of scientific advance is required. Older theories, and the concepts used to state them, are not corrected and absorbed, and thereby legitimised. Rather, they are rejected and replaced, having been falsified. In this way, the logical empiricistsÕ conceptually conservative (or retentive) accounts of reduction and explanation are undermined by the existence of the development of incommensurable concepts in the course of scientific advance.
In 1965, Feyerabend further attempted to clarify his notion of incommensurability by claiming that two theories are incommensurable when the meanings of their main descriptive terms depend on mutually inconsistent principles. 30 Still later, he claimed that Ô[w]hen using the term ''incommensurability'' [he] always meant deductive disjointedness, and nothing elseÕ (Feyerabend, 1977, p. 365) .
In the mid-1970s, Feyerabend developed a different conception of incommensurability, which he applied to the transition from the Greek archaic, aggregate worldview of Homer to the substance worldview of Aristotle. Neto (1991) claims that Feyerabend was lead to incommensurability through his study of Greek philosophy and its relationship to Western Rationalism. This puts the cart before the horse. While this affected FeyerabendÕs development of the notion of incommensurability in the 1970s, originally incommensurability was not a consequence of such a comparison. 31 28 For a discussion, see Hoyningen-Huene (2000b) . 29 See similarly Feyerabend (1958b ), p. 83 and (1961c ), p. 388. 30 Feyerabend (1965b ), p. 227. See also (1975 . For a discussion, see Hoyningen-Huene (forthcoming), p. 106. 31 Unfortunately, space limitations prohibit an analysis of the differences between FeyerabendÕs early and later notions of incommensurability. Any such analysis should consult FeyerabendÕs companion to Against method: the unpublished German monograph, An introduction to the philosophy of nature (my translation). It was written from the perspective of epistemological anarchism in 1971, and revised in 1976. It will soon appear as Feyerabend (forthcoming).
As we shall see, FeyerabendÕs development of the notion of incommensurability before 1962 was heavily influenced by a number of individuals who were discussing a wide range of different topics. 32 But before proceeding to investigate the historical development of his notion of incommensurability, let us consider how the term ÔincommensurableÕ entered FeyerabendÕs philosophy of science in 1962. This is instructive because it highlights a major influence on FeyerabendÕs development of the notion of incommensurability: Gestalt psychology.
As we have seen, Fleck and Polanyi had used the term ÔincommensurableÕ prior to 1962, and they very likely influenced Kuhn. However, there is no evidence that Feyerabend had read either Fleck or Polanyi before 1962. There is, however, another source of the notion of incommensurability that is common to both Kuhn and Feyerabend. In 1920 , Kö hler had written a book on the relationship between the ÔmentalÕ concepts of psychology and the ÔmaterialÕ concepts of physics (Kö hler, 1920) . A condensed version appeared in English in 1938. In the opening sentences, Kö hler wrote:
In order to orient itself in the company of natural sciences, psychology must discover connections wherever it can between its own phenomena and those of other disciplines. If this search fails, then psychology must recognize that its categories and those of natural science are incommensurable.
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Köhler proceeded to suggest that while Gestalten are common in psychology, their existence in physics would Ôviolate the fundamentals of exact scienceÕ, and he emphasized that the Ôthought and language of physics were established in accordance with other points of view than [psychology, specifically psychological Gestalten]Õ (ibid.). KöhlerÕs strategy for attempting to overcome this problem with the relation of psychological ÔwholesÕ to the reductionist concepts of physics was to attempt to find such Ôorganic unitsÕ in physics. This is the central topic of his essay. But what connections are there between Kö hlerÕs ideas and FeyerabendÕs 1962 notion of incommensurability?
First of all, one of the central topics of FeyerabendÕs early philosophical work was WittgensteinÕs Investigations. This book discusses Gestalt figures at some length (see Wittgenstein, 1958, XI, 193 e ff.). In fact, WittgensteinÕs later philosophy was heavily influenced by Gestalt psychology, especially by Kö hler, 34 who is one of the very few named sources in the entire book.
35 32 Feyerabend explicitly discussed his development of the notion of incommensurability in Feyerabend (1995), p. 92; (1978), pp. 67, 114-115; (1987), p. 156; Second, Kuhn had originally used the notion of a Gestalt switch to illustrate his notion of scientific revolutions and the incommensurability involved. 36 In his 1961 comments on a draft of (Kuhn, 1970a (Kuhn, [1962 (Feyerabend, [1960 (Feyerabend, /1961 , p. 384). This, by itself, is a possible indication that Feyerabend may have had the term ÔincommensurableÕ from Kö hler.
Third, Kö hler was not only a founding father of Gestalt psychology, he was also active in philosophy, especially the philosophy of mind.
37 Like Feyerabend, he was very interested in the consequences that the psychology of perception have for philosophical accounts of science, 38 as well as the relationship between folk psychological concepts and physical concepts. This is the topic of Feyerabend (1963b,c) , where Feyerabend argued against the need to reduce the former to the latter in favor of eliminative materialism. According to Feyerabend, the meanings of the ÔmentalÕ psychological terms should be eliminated, and replaced by ÔmaterialistÕ physical concepts. In arguing this point, Feyerabend went so far as to claim that Ôevery interesting discussion, that is every discussion which leads to an advance of knowledge, terminates in a situation in which some decisive change of meaning has occurredÕ (Feyerabend, 1963b, p. 58) . Moreover, Feyerabend used the example of the mind-body problem to illustrate his notion of incommensurable concepts in Feyerabend (1962) , where he first used the term ÔincommensurableÕ. Thus, Kö hler had applied the term ÔincommensurableÕ to an example quite similar to one Feyerabend used to illustrate incommensurability in 1962, and many times thereafter. He applied it to the difficulties in relating the holistic ÔmentalÕ concepts of psychology and the reductionist ÔmaterialÕ concepts of physics.
Fourth, as we have seen, Feyerabend first used the term ÔincommensurableÕ to attack NagelÕs views on the formal conditions of reduction. They appear in Chapter 11, ÔThe reduction of theoriesÕ, of Nagel (1966 Nagel ( [1961 ). In the same chapter, Nagel also considered the issue of Ôindividual wholesÕ or Ôorganic unitiesÕ (such units are supposedly more than just aggregates of independent parts or members), noting that it has been claimed that such ÔwholesÕ exist in physics, biology, and psychology, as well as the social sciences). 39 In fact, NagelÕs discussion of the issue takes up some seventeen pages of the chapter. 40 Who did Nagel cite on this 36 See e.g. Kuhn (1970a Kuhn ( [1962 ), p. 204. 37 There is even a contribution by Kö hler in the first book of which Feyerabend was an editor. See Feyerabend & Maxwell (1966) . 38 By the mid-1960s at the very latest, Feyerabend was clearly aware of the basic principles of Gestalt psychology (see e.g. Feyerabend, 1965b, p. 220 1938 [1920] ), 41 exactly where Kö hler used the term ÔincommensurableÕ to describe the relationship between some concepts in psychology and in physics-an example very similar to one of FeyerabendÕs oft repeated examples of incommensurability. It seems very unlikely that this is a mere coincidence. It seems more likely that when Feyerabend was preparing his criticism of NagelÕs account of reduction, he had a look at the main sources Nagel cited on the difficulties with reduction, and there he found the term ÔincommensurableÕ. Alternatively, Feyerabend (1962) may have adopted the term ÔincommensurableÕ from Nagel himself, who had already used the phrase Ôincommesurably differentÕ in the context of discussing reduction (Nagel, 1960 (Nagel, [1949 , p. 309).
It is likely that the term ÔincommensurableÕ found its way into FeyerabendÕs philosophy of science via the influence of holistic ideas in Gestalt psychology and the potential problems they could cause for formal accounts of reduction. In this sense, the term appears in a 1938 publication by Wolfgang Kö hler, and later in NagelÕs (1960 [1949] ) discussion of the same topic, and there are some very strong reasons that suggest that Feyerabend had it from these sources.
Incommensurability as thesis I: theory change causes meaning change (1958)
Feyerabend sometimes traced the origins of his notion of incommensurability back to his thesis I in ÔAn attempt at a realistic interpretation of experienceÕ (Feyerabend, 1958a) . 42 In that paper, Feyerabend criticized two conceptions of meaning. He argued against the logical positivist idea that the meaning of an observational term is determined by immediate experiences, as well as against the idea (often attributed to Wittgenstein) that meaning is determined by use. Instead, Feyerabend argued for the idea that meaning of a term, even an observational term, is determined by its theoretical context. More precisely, the meanings of observational terms are determined by the theoretical principles that govern their correct use according to our best theories. Such a contextual theory of meaning clearly differs from the idea (often attributed to Wittgenstein) that a termÕs meaning is, or is determined by, its use. The difference is that whereas the latter allows that common usage contributes to the meaning of a term, the former insists that common usage does not. Feyerabend even goes further in suggesting that common usage should be replaced by correct usage as determined by our best theories. This can easily be seen in FeyerabendÕs discussion of the meaning of the term ÔtemperatureÕ, where he argues that the meaning of the term is not determined by the laymanÕs normal use, but instead by the principles of statistical thermodynamics.
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After criticising phenomenal and use theories of meanings, Feyerabend then developed Thesis I: the interpretation of an observation language is determined by 41 See ibid., pp. 392 nn. 22, 24 and p. 393 n. 26. 42 See Feyerabend (1978), pp. 67-78 and , pp. 363 ff. 43 See e.g. Feyerabend (1962 ), pp. 76-79. See similarly Feyerabend (1958a , 1965a .
the theories which we use to explain what we observe, and it changes as soon as those theories change (Feyerabend, 1958a, p. 163) . Thesis I is based on a contextual theory of meaning according to which the meaning of a term is determined by the theories whose truth is presupposed when it is used to describe some feature of the world. In his (1958a), Feyerabend argued that when older theories are replaced, the meanings of the observational terms used to test the theories change. Just as in Feyerabend (1962) , the result is incommensurability: the idea that successive scientific theories are conceptually incompatible. Thus, thesis I is unmistakably an early version of the incommensurability thesis.
With the notion of incommensurability, in his (1958a), Feyerabend challenged an implicit conceptual conservativism in logical positivism: The assumptions that theoretical terms derive their meaning solely through their connection with experience, 44 and that experience itself is a stable (or unchanging) foundation on which theoretical meaning can be based. Instead of such a bottom-up version of the relation of experience and theoretical knowledge, according to which experience determines the meanings of our theories, Feyerabend argued for a top-down version, according to which our theories determine the meaning we attach to our experiences. According to Feyerabend, experience cannot be taken for granted. It takes on its particular character in light of the theories we bring to it.
Clearly, then, Feyerabend had developed a notion of incommensurability by 1958, (before he had met Kuhn in Berkeley in 1960). However, the notion of incommensurability can be found in FeyerabendÕs work even earlier than that, and this should come as no surprise as Feyerabend (1958) is a condensed version of FeyerabendÕs unpublished doctoral thesis (1951).
Incommensurability and quantum mechanics: Feyerabend's attack on the conceptual conservativism implicit in BohrÕs principle of complementarity (1958)
In his autobiography, Feyerabend acknowledged Niels BohrÕs influence on the development of his notion of incommensurability in the 1950s. Feyerabend recalled a conversation in which Bohr had talked about the discovery that the square root of two cannot be an integer or a fraction. According to Feyerabend, Bohr presented the event as having led to the extension of a concept of number that retained some properties of integers and fractions, but changed others; and claimed that the transition from classical to quantum mechanics was carried out in accordance with precisely 44 According to logical empiricists, the meaning of a term is grounded on experience, either directly in the case of observation terms, or indirectly in the case of theoretical terms. For example, the meaning of ÔredÕ is determined by observations of the color red, while the meaning of a theoretical term such as ÔmassÕ is determined by its connection to other terms such as ÔweightÕ, whose meaning is determined directly by observations. Feyerabend repeatedly challenged the epistemological and semantic significance of the distinction between observational and theoretical terms. See e.g. Feyerabend (1954), p. 470; (1958a), pp. 164-165; (1958b); (1960a,c); (1961a), p. 82; (1961b), p. 443; (1962), pp. 160-163; (1965b), pp. 198, 219-224; (1969a). this principle (Feyerabend, 1995, p. 78) . As Feyerabend used his notion of incommensurability to try to capture the idea of conceptual changes that retain some properties of a concept, while changing others, these autobiographical recollections are evidence of BohrÕs direct influence on FeyerabendÕs development of the notion of incommensurable concepts in the 1950s.
More importantly, Feyerabend used the notion of incommensurability in a publication on BohrÕs complementarity thesis prior to 1962. In Feyerabend (1958b) , Feyerabend argued that BohrÕs complementarity thesis is an example of an unjustified conceptual conservativism in the sciences, taking issue with BohrÕs contention that the account of all quantum mechanical evidence will always necessarily be expressed in classical terms. 45 He presented BohrÕs defence of the principle of complementarity as based on the correspondence principle: the conviction that every experience must necessarily make its appearance within the frame of our customary points of view, which is currently that of classical physics. However, according to Feyerabend, just because classical concepts have been successful in the past, and because at the moment it may be difficult, or even impossible, for us to imagine how to replace them, it does not follow that the classical framework could not one day be superseded. Consequently, it does not follow that all our future microscopic theories will have to use the notion of complementarity as a fundamental notion.
Instead, according to Feyerabend, a theory may be found whose conceptual apparatus, when applied to the domain of validity of classical physics, would be just as comprehensive and useful as the classical apparatus, without coinciding with it. He claimed that such a situation is by no means uncommon, and he used the transition from Newtonian to Einsteinian physics to bolster his point. According to Feyerabend, while the concepts of relativity theory are sufficiently rich to state all of the facts captured by Newtonian physics, the two sets of categories are Ôcompletely differentÕ and bear Ôno logical relationsÕ to each other. 46 This is clearly a version of the incommensurability thesis. On FeyerabendÕs fallibilist view of empirical knowledge, no element of our knowledge can be held to be necessary or absolutely certain. In our search for satisfactory explanations, we are at liberty to change any parts of our existing knowledge, however ÔfundamentalÕ they may seem, including the concepts of classical physics (Feyerabend, 1961c, pp. 323-324, 326) . Thus, FeyerabendÕs 1958 argument against BohrÕs contention of the necessity of maintaining classical concepts for the description of quantum phenomena was based on the idea that new incommensurable concepts could be invented, and one day could even be used to replace classical descriptions. 47 45 Feyerabend presented a synopsis of his argument in (1962), p. 43. 46 See Feyerabend (1958b Feyerabend ( ), p. 83, (1961c Feyerabend ( ), p. 388, and compare (1962 , pp. 88-89. 47 Feyerabend made this argument repeatedly. See Feyerabend (1958b), pp. 81-83; (1958c) , pp. 50, 59 n. 6; (1960b), pp. 321 ff.; (1961c), pp. 384 ff.; (1995 [1960/1961] ), pp. 378 ff.; (1962), p. 88 n. 106; (1963a, 1965b, 1970c) . But around 1970 , Feyerabend abandoned it (see 1970a , and completely inverted his estimation of Bohr. See and compare Feyerabend (1961c Feyerabend ( ), pp. 384 ff. with (1970a Feyerabend ( ) and (1993 According to Preston, FeyerabendÕs notion of incommensurability, though not the term itself, was first published in this 1958 paper on BohrÕs thesis of complementarity. 48 As we have seen, one of several chief influences on FeyerabendÕs development of the notion of incommensurability in the 1950s was unquestionably Niels Bohr. Even so, PrestonÕs claim is incorrect. Feyerabend had already published the idea in German in 1954.
6. Incommensurability and ontology: Feyerabend's attack on the conceptual conservativism implicit in attempts to separate philosophical accounts of ontology from physics (1954) The first use of the notion of incommensurability in FeyerabendÕs published work appeared in the paper ÔPhysik und OntologieÕ (1954) , which discusses the nature of major theoretical advances in physics, and their semantic and ontological implications. Feyerabend argued that major theoretical advances in physics are not part of a continuous process of enriching already established ideas, and that scientific progress is not a process in which existing ideas are improved or the number of known facts is simply increased. Instead, Feyerabend argued that new theories force a revision in the ontological status of older ideas. After major theoretical transitions, older ideas can no longer be accepted as purported true descriptions of reality. This is because they are conceptually incompatible with better ideas that are supposed to describe reality. According to Feyerabend (1954) , conceptual replacements that occur in theoretical advance can have ontological implications: when new fundamental theories replace older ideas, a correspondingly new conception of reality is formed. In the course of theoretical advance in physics, what we take to be real itself is not simply improved or enriched: ÔIt is completely reorderedÕ (ibid., p. 470; my translation).
Feyerabend argued for this view of scientific advance on the basis of the claim that the meanings of scientific terms are determined by the theories in which they occur. Consequently, given theory change, there is meaning change (ibid., p. 467). This is the first instance of the notion of incommensurability in FeyerabendÕs published work. According to Feyerabend, ontology and semantics are thus normative, not descriptive: they vary historically in accordance with theoretical advance, and when new theories replace older ones, both our conception of reality and the meanings of our terms describing it change.
Feyerabend used the notion of incommensurability to criticize an implicit conceptual conservativism in attempts to separate philosophical accounts of ontology from physics. Purely analytic attempts to explicate what we take to be real presuppose a fixed conception of reality. However, if our conception of the nature of reality is contingent upon our developing theoretical ideas, then ontology cannot be studied independently of the empirical sciences. 48 Preston (1997a ), pp. 102-103, cites Feyerabend (1958b , 1961c .
Incommensurability and methodology: FeyerabendÕs attack on the conceptual conservativism implicit in HeisenbergÕs principle that established results set conditions on further research (1951)
In his unpublished doctoral thesis, Feyerabend discussed the relationship between the general theory of relativity and NewtonÕs theory (Feyerabend, 1951, pp. 87 ff.) . He claimed that NewtonÕs theory was replaced by the general theory of relativity, and emphasized that the latter talks about completely different relationships (ibid., p. 90). Feyerabend based this claim on the idea that the meanings of the concepts of general relativity and NewtonÕs theory are determined by the theories to which they belong, emphasizing that when the former replaced the latter, there was meaning change (ibid., p. 89). Feyerabend also claimed that these two conceptually incompatible theories may even predict the same experimental results within their shared domains. However, as the theories used to interpret the sentences expressing the experimental result are conceptually incompatible, there will be two incommensurable interpretations of it. Feyerabend made exactly these points concerning the transition from Aristotelian dynamics to NewtonÕs theory in the course of illustrating incommensurability in 1962 (Feyerabend, 1962, p. 57) . Thus, Feyerabend had clearly employed the idea of incommensurability as early as 1951.
Moreover, in his doctoral thesis, Feyerabend used this basic idea of incommensurability in much the same way in which he used it in his (1954, 1958a,b, 1962) . He used it to attack what he considered to be an unjustified conceptual conservatism. In this instance, he attacked the conceptual conservativism implicit in the methodological principle that established results must be presupposed by all further research, as set out by Heisenberg (Feyerabend, 1951, p. 190) . FeyerabendÕs reaction to HeisenbergÕs conceptual conservativism was to argue that imposing conditions on further research on the basis of established results could hinder progress. It overlooks that new concepts with different meanings could replace those older ideas. This reaction mirrors exactly his reaction to the conceptual conservativism he found in attempts to separate philosophical and scientific accounts of ontology, BohrÕs complementarity thesis, logical positivist theories of meaning, and formal theories of reduction and explanation. It was also based on exactly the same idea: the possibility of developing new theories whose concepts are conceptually incompatible with those of existing theories (i.e. incommensurability).
It follows that JacobsÕs assertions concerning FeyerabendÕs unpaid debt to Polanyi as the source of his notion of incommensurability cannot be correct. 49 PolanyiÕs 49 See Jacobs (2002 ), p. 106 and (2003 ), pp. 58, 69, 70. Neither Jacobs (2002 nor Preston (1997b) provide any instance of Feyerabend having mentioned Polanyi before the mid-1970s. They base their claims about the connection between Feyerabend and Polanyi on FeyerabendÕs 1991 remark that Ôsomewhere along the way I read an interesting paper by Michael PolanyiÕ (Feyerabend, 1991, pp. 492, 501; italics inserted) . It is, however, clear that Feyerabend and Polanyi were acquainted at the latest by 1957. They both participated in the Ninth Symposium of the Colston Research Society held in Bristol in April of 1957, where they discussed each otherÕs contributions. Feyerabend typed up these discussions for publication. There is even a photo of the participants in which Feyerabend is standing directly behind Polanyi. See the title page of Kö rner (1957).
notion of incommensurability as applied to scientific theories first appeared in his (1958) . 50 Feyerabend had developed his notion of incommensurability by 1951, and he had already used it in publications that had appeared in 1954 and 1958. Feyerabend did not draw on Polanyi concerning his notion of incommensurability, and Polanyi had not Ôpresaged . . . FeyerabendÕs motif of incommensurabilityÕ (Jacobs, 2002, p. 106) . 51 FeyerabendÕs notion of incommensurability actually pre-dates PolanyiÕs use of the idea as applied to scientific theories and, as we shall see, it comes from a different source.
Moreover, while there are indeed some significant similarities between PolanyiÕs notion of incommensurability and FeyerabendÕs post-1970 ideas, 52 and more so between Polanyi and KuhnÕs ideas, 53 there are also some striking differences between PolanyiÕs notion of incommensurability and FeyerabendÕs pre-1970 ideas. For example, according to Jacobs, Polanyi used his notion of incommensurability to argue against the possibility of rationally comparing incommensurable conceptual systems (ibid., pp. 114-115). Between 1951 and 1970, Feyerabend repeatedly insisted that the existence of incommensurability does not preclude rational comparison. 8. Incommensurability and perception: Feyerabend's attack on the conceptual conservativism implicit in the logical positivistsÕ foundational use of protocol sentences (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) Feyerabend discussed his notion of incommensurable concepts with the Kraft Circle from [1949] [1950] [1951] . 55 The Kraft circle was a student group named after Viktor Kraft (FeyerabendÕs Ph.D. supervisor) and modelled after the Vienna Circle (of which Kraft was a member). Guests such as Elizabeth Anscombe and Ludwig Wittgenstein attended meetings.
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Meeting Wittgenstein and attempting to rewrite the Investigations as a treatise had a profound and long-lasting influence on FeyerabendÕs philosophical development. 57 Feyerabend had even planned to study under Wittgenstein at Cambridge, and had received a fellowship to do so. But Wittgenstein died, so Feyerabend went to London 50 See and compare Jacobs (2002) , p. 108 with pp. 111-116, and see Jacobs (2003) , p. 61. Polanyi had developed a notion of incommensurability between a scientific and a religious worldview in 1946, but in his (1964 [1946] ), he explicitly rejected the idea of incommensurability between scientific theories. See ibid., p. 66 and Jacobs (2003) See Feyerabend (1978), pp. 115-116; (1993), pp. 259-260; ), p. 92. 57 See Feyerabend (1995 , p. 94. Anscombe had given Feyerabend an unpublished manuscript of the Philosophical investigations. Feyerabend attempted to rewrite it as an essay. See Feyerabend (1955) . For details, see Oberheim (forthcoming). to work with Popper (Feyerabend, 1995, p. 86; Feyerabend, 1987, p. 312) . However, Feyerabend did not develop the idea of incommensurability primarily out of WittgensteinÕs Investigations. This is clear, as in developing the notion of incommensurability, Feyerabend, as we have seen, explicitly rejected the idea that the meaning of a term is, or is determined by, its use, grounding the idea of incommensurability on a contextual theory of meaning. 58 Feyerabend sometimes traced the development of his notion of incommensurability back to discussions he had with Anscombe sometime between 1949 and 1952 (Feyerabend, 1978, pp. 145 ff.) . 59 The discussions with Anscombe concerned the nature of perception and the foundational role of observation in positivist philosophy.
According to FeyerabendÕs critique of logical positivism, every positivistic observation language is based upon a metaphysical (i.e. untestable) ontology (Feyerabend, 1958a, pp. 148-149) . The problem lies in the tension between the positivistsÕ maxim of testability and their foundational use of observation claims. On the one hand, knowledge claims should be verifiable. They should be subject(able) to empirical tests. On the other hand, empirical tests are supposedly made on the stable basis of intersubjectively verifiable observations. These observations are crucial to positivism because they provide the stable, empirical foundation for such tests. In other words, the reason that knowledge claims have a special epistemic status (according to logical positivism) is that they have been (or can be) tested against experience. However, in order for the observation sentences to play this foundational role for testing knowledge claims, they themselves must be stable and intersubjectively verifiable. Consequently, they cannot themselves be open to tests. Otherwise their foundational role would be undermined. Hence, a metaphysical element has seeped into science by way of the foundational role of observation sentences in testing knowledge claims.
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In this respect, logical positivism contains a dogmatic or conceptually conservative element: the foundational role of observation sentences in theory testing. FeyerabendÕs critique of this conservative element was based on the idea that the meanings of the terms of observation sentences are determined by the theories to which they belong. He tried to extend and enforce the maxim of testability across the whole system-not just to theoretical knowledge claims, but to the observation sentences supporting them as well. Not only should the theoretical knowledge claims be testable, but so should the observation sentences which serve as the basis for their test. In this way, Feyerabend used the notion of incommensurability to attack the foundational role of protocol sentences as an unjustifiable form of conceptual conservativism in logical positivism. 58 Moreover, Feyerabend emphasized that he first read the Investigations in detail in London in 1952, that is, after he had submitted his dissertation (Feyerabend, 1978, pp. 115-116) . Elsewhere, Feyerabend also claimed to have read a manuscript of the Investigations in 1950 (Feyerabend, 1987, p. 294) . 59 Feyerabend also claimed that he tried to explain this early notion of incommensurability in PopperÕs seminar (in 1952) , and also to a small group of people at AnscombeÕs home in London (in 1952) . See Feyerabend (1978), p. 67 nn. 114, 115; (1993), p. 260; (1995), p. 92. 60 For an excellent discussion of FeyerabendÕs critique of foundationalism, see Couvalis (1989).
As we have seen, Feyerabend used the notion of incommensurable concepts to attack several prominent forms of conceptual conservativism, such as HeisenbergÕs methodological principle (1951), attempts to distinguish philosophical accounts of ontology from physics (1954), the foundational role of the stability thesis in logical positivism (1951, 1958a) , BohrÕs principle of complementarity (1958a BohrÕs principle of complementarity ( , 1961c BohrÕs principle of complementarity ( , 1962 BohrÕs principle of complementarity ( , 1965b BohrÕs principle of complementarity ( , 1970c , and the logical empiricistsÕ models of explanation and reduction (1962, 1963a) . He also used the idea of incommensurability to attack forms of conceptual conservativism implicit in the monistic test models promoted by classical empiricists, the logical positivists, the logical empiricists, Popper, and Kuhn (1958a , 1962 , 1963a , 1965b , 1970c ; Kantian transcendental necessities (1962, 1965b,c) ; traditional philosophical conundrums like the problem of the existence of the external world, the problem of the existence of other minds, and especially the mind-body problem (1962, 1965b, 1967, 1969b, 1970c) ; certain aspects of WittgensteinÕs later philosophy as well as the linguistic philosophical movement that takes the utility of everyday concepts as given and merely attempts to analyse them, without changing their meanings (or Ôarguments from synonymyÕ) (1962, 1963a, 1965b, 1969c, 1970c) ; PopperÕs conception of verisimilitude (1970b); and scientific realist characterizations of scientific knowledge and scientific advance (1970b). However, a discussion of these post-1962 uses of the notion of incommensurability to attack unjustified forms of conceptual conservativism is beyond the scope of this essay.
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In the third English edition of Against method (but not in the two English editions that preceded it), Feyerabend emphasized that his notion of incommensurability was originally the result of considerations about the nature of perception that he had had while studying the literature on the positivists notion of ÔprotocolÕ statements (1993, p. 211) . He then proceeded to give the most detailed account of his early development of his notion of incommensurability.
Following this argument I introduced the assumption that the meaning of observation statements depends on the nature of the objects described and, as this nature depends on the most advanced theories, on the content of these theories. Or as I formulated it in my first English paper on the topic [Feyerabend, 1958a] : the interpretation of an observation language is determined by the theories which we use to explain what we observe, and it changes as soon as these theories change. (Ibid., p. 211; italics inserted) Thus, Feyerabend had discussed his notion of incommensurability with Elizabeth Anscombe by 1950 at the latest, and he used it to attack a form of conceptual conservativism inherent in the logical positivistsÕ use of protocol statements in theory testing in 1951. Feyerabend also emphasized that it was discussions of protocol sentences, and not discussions of WittgensteinÕs notion of meaning, that influenced his developing notion of incommensurable concepts (Feyerabend, 1981, pp. 49, 125) . 61 For details, see Oberheim (forthcoming).
9. Incommensurability and Pierre Duhem: the semantic implications of theoretical advance (1906) According to Giedymin (1982) , the origins of the idea of incommensurability in the philosophy of science date back to LeRoy and Ajdukiewicz in PoincaréÕs conventionalist tradition.
62 While something similar to the notion of incommensurability can indeed be found in AjdukiewiczÕs work, there is no direct evidence connecting Ajdukiewicz to either Kuhn or Feyerabend. 63 Moreover, the similarities between AjdukiewiczÕs discussion of the Ôuntranslatabil-ityÕ of scientific theories is only superficially similar to Kuhn and FeyerabendÕs notions of incommensurability. AjdukiewiczÕs concerns were with situations in which two empirically equivalent theories were nonetheless untranslatable. Here, the problem is that while they differ semantically, they do not differ empirically. For Kuhn and Feyerabend, incommensurable theories are not empirically equivalent, and Kuhn only began to use a special notion of untranslatability to help explicate incommensurability in 1969 (well after he initially introduced his notion of incommensurability). Feyerabend explicitly rejected the idea that incommensurable theories are untranslatable, insisting that one can very easily translate between two incommensurable theories (Feyerabend, 1970d, p. 233) . AjdukiewiczÕs discussions about the untranslatability of empirically equivalent theories appear primarily to concern the problem of the underdetermination of theory by fact, whereas Kuhn and FeyerabendÕs notion of incommensurability has much more to do with the theory-ladeness of observation.
However, there was another direct influence on FeyerabendÕs development of the notion of incommensurability that has been overlooked: The influence of Pierre Duhem. In his Ph.D. thesis, Feyerabend cited several times from The aim and structure of physical theory (Duhem, 1908 (Duhem, [1906 ).
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Although Feyerabend cited Duhem on a different point from what he later called thesis I, one of the locations in which Feyerabend cited Duhem is quite revealing. Feyerabend cited Duhem directly in the middle of explaining his early conception of incommensurability-one sentence before criticizing HeisenbergÕs conservativism, and three sentences after writing, Ôrather, the content of their statements is determined by the new law of gravitation. The concepts change their meaning corresponding to this new theoryÕ (Feyerabend, 1951, p. 90; my translation) . Thus, Feyerabend 62 See Giedymin (1970), p. 257 n. 1 and (1982) . See also Preston (1997a) , p. 217 n. 4. The point has also been made by Wisdom (1974) , p. 299, who cites Skolimowski. 63 See Ajdukiewicz (1974 Ajdukiewicz ( ), pp. 56-57, 67, 75-81, 86-87, (passages originally published 1934 Duhem had claimed that what a physicist states as the result of an experiment is not simply the recital of some observed facts. Rather, it is the interpretation of these facts on the basis of the theories the scientist regards as true (1954 [1906] , p. 159). It follows, according to Duhem, that in order to understand the meanings that scientists ascribe to their own statements, it is necessary to understand the theories that they use in order to interpret what they observe. In other words, Duhem had stated what Feyerabend called thesis I, which, according to Feyerabend himself, is an early version of his notion of incommensurability. Moreover, exactly this passage is doubly underlined in FeyerabendÕs personal copy of The aim and structure of physical theory (Duhem, 1908 (Duhem, [1906 , p. 209). 65 Preston has presented FeyerabendÕs development of thesis I as based on a misreading of WittgensteinÕs theory of meaning (Preston, 1997a, pp. 23 ff.) . This is incorrect. Feyerabend developed thesis I from a correct reading of Duhem. As thesis I is an early version of the incommensurability thesis, it follows that Feyerabend developed the notion of incommensurability from ideas he found in (Duhem, 1908 (Duhem, [1906 ). That Duhem was indeed the uncited source of the second qualitative reason for the failure of formal accounts (i.e. incommensurability) in Feyerabend (1962) is further substantiated given that Duhem, as we have seen, was belatedly admittedly the source of FeyerabendÕs first quantitative reason for the failure of formal accounts of the relation between some pairs of successive scientific theories. That Duhem was also the source of FeyerabendÕs second reason is not surprising given that Duhem discussed the second reason (incommensurability) forty pages before he discussed the first reason (logical inconsistency) in Duhem (1954 Duhem ( [1906 ).
After explaining that the meaning of a term depends on the theory to which it belongs, and that a consequence of theoretical advance is meaning change, Duhem continued:
If the theories admitted by this physicist are those we accept, and if we agree to follow the same rules in the interpretation of the same phenomena, we speak the same language and can understand each other. But that is not always the case. It is not so when we discuss the experiments of a physicist who does not belong to our school; and it is especially not so when we discuss the experiments of a physicist separated from us by fifty years, a century, or two centuries. (Ibid., p. 159; italics inserted) 65 FeyerabendÕs personal copy of (Duhem 1908 (Duhem [1906 ) can be found in the Philosophical Archive at the University of Konstanz, Germany. It is stamped with FeyerabendÕs name and 1940Õs Vienna address, and a handwritten date suggests that he acquired it on or before 04.05.1949. The margins are heavily noted, and the fact that Feyerabend sometimes used his German shorthand further suggests that these notes were made in the late 1940s.
To those familiar with Feyerabend and KuhnÕs work, this too will sound remarkably familiar. It represents a basic point that both Feyerabend and Kuhn made with their notions of incommensurability. 66 In FeyerabendÕs copy of Duhem (1954 Duhem ( [1906 , p. 210), he marked this passage, and placed a small star in the margin.
Furthermore, Duhem continued:
. . . How many scientific discussions there are in which each of the contenders claims to have crushed his adversary under the overwhelming testimony of the facts! . . . How many propositions are regarded as monstrous errors in the writings of those who have preceded us! We should perhaps commemorate them as great truths if we really wished to enquire into the theories which gave their propositions their true meaning . . . (Ibid., pp. 160-161; italics inserted).
Once again, this sounds extremely similar to a number of claims both Feyerabend and Kuhn made about incommensurability, and once again, this passage is underlined in FeyerabendÕs copy of Duhem (1954 Duhem ( [1906 , p. 212).
The passage expresses a basic idea behind FeyerabendÕs notion of incommensurability, and one of its major consequences: because the older ideas are misunderstood, as a result of taking them out of the theoretical context that provides them with their correct content, disputants misunderstand each other, both claiming to have the ÔfactsÕ on their side. As is well known, both Kuhn and Feyerabend repeatedly argued this point, and claimed that in such a situation, even empirical arguments can become circular. 67 Feyerabend developed thesis I, and consequently the incommensurability thesis, from Duhem. Duhem had already set out the ideas: (a) that the meanings of observational terms are dependent on the theories to which they belong; (b) that meaning change, even of observational terms, is a consequence of theoretical advance; and (c) that scientists have difficulties understanding members of different schools as well as those separated from them by 50, 100, or even 200 years because of meaning change 66 One could argue that DuhemÕs ideas do not really match those of either Kuhn or Feyerabend, because Duhem suggested that the vocabulary of older theories can be translated into that of newer theories (Duhem, 1954 (Duhem, [1906 , p. 160). However, such an argument fails to consider that Feyerabend rejected the idea that incommensurability implies untranslatability as late as 1970 (Feyerabend, 1970d, p. 233) , and Kuhn only began to use a special notion of untranslatability to explicate incommensurability in 1969. For excellent discussions, see Hoyningen-Huene (1993) , pp. 213 ff.; Sankey (1997 Sankey ( , 1998 . Thus, DuhemÕs remarks concerning translatability do not undermine the similarity to his views concerning incommensurability set out in 1962 by in the 1950s and 1960s by Feyerabend. Rather they bolster my point that AjdukiewiczÕs problem of untranslatability is significantly different from the Duhem/Feyerabend notion of incommensurability. 67 See, for example, Feyerabend (1965b ), p. 152 and Kuhn (1970a [1962 ), p. 94. Duhem also recognized the limitations of logic for determining the outcome of theoretical disputes in the course of scientific advance (1954 [1906] , p. 218; cf. Kuhn, 1970a Kuhn, [1962 , p. 94).
due to theoretical advance. These ideas clearly anticipate the debate often co-credited to Kuhn and Feyerabend in 1962. 68 There are two main differences between Feyerabend and DuhemÕs notions of incommensurability. First, Feyerabend emphasized that incommensurability only occurs when fundamental theories change, as only they affect our ontology; that is, only when theoretical transitions result in a new conception of reality.
69 Second, unlike Duhem, FeyerabendÕs conception of incommensurability is best understood in the context of his repeated attacks on various forms of conceptual conservativism.
If the notion of incommensurability in FeyerabendÕs early philosophy is based on the idea that scientific terms receive their meaning from the theories to which they belong, and these meanings change in the course of theoretical advance (as I have argued that it should), then the origins of FeyerabendÕs idea of incommensurability should be traced directly back at least to Pierre Duhem (1954 Duhem ( [1906 ). 
Conclusions
In the first half of the last century, the idea of incommensurability was in the air. Various different versions of the basic insight that logical relations are inadequate for capturing the relations between certain pairs of successive scientific theories because meanings change in the course of theoretical advance had been proposed by Duhem, Ajdukiewicz, Fleck, and Polanyi-before the more famous introductions of the term ÔincommensurableÕ by Kuhn and Feyerabend in 1962 . All of these individuals contributed in their own ways to the development of the contemporary notions of incommensurability in the philosophy of science.
Kuhn and FeyerabendÕs developments of their notions of incommensurability differed significantly. Kuhn developed his notion of incommensurability out of studies in the history of science, and he was directly influenced by Fleck and Polanyi, and perhaps indirectly (through Fleck) by Ajdukiewicz. Feyerabend, on the other hand, developed his notion of incommensurability in the late 1940s and early 1950s through his studies of the bearing of the psychology of 68 There are a number of other significant similarities in Duhem and FeyerabendÕs ideas. The most significant is the issue of realism. Both Duhem and Feyerabend understood realism as a normative ideal; that is, as the idea that our theories should be interpreted as attempts to interpret experience realistically, and not as a factual claim about the status of scientific knowledge. Moreover, both Duhem and Feyerabend used the same methodological argument in favor of such a normative realism-that by encouraging competition, it better promotes progress than instrumentalism. For details, see Oberheim (forthcoming). 69 As Matteo Collodel has emphasized in remarks on a draft of this paper, it is this aspect of ontological change in FeyerabendÕs early incommensurability thesis (and not a contextual theory of meaning) that may be correctly attributable to FeyerabendÕs discussions with Anscombe. 70 This also supports GiedyminÕs claim concerning LeRoyÕs contribution to the notion of incommensurability, as at the outset of the chapter in which Duhem develops the notion of incommensurability, he acknowledged LeRoy as the source of his ideas. See Duhem (1954 Duhem ( [1906 ), p. 144 n. 1. perception on the logical positivistsÕ foundational use of protocol statements. Köhler, and the idea from Gestalt psychology that observation is theory-laden, heavily influenced both Kuhn and FeyerabendÕs developments of their notions of incommensurability.
Feyerabend used his notion of incommensurability to mean that two fundamental theories are conceptually incompatible. The basic idea is that because the meanings, even of observational terms, are determined by the theories to which they belong, when there is theory change, there are meaning changes that can result in a new conception of reality. As a consequence, logical relations cannot correctly characterize the relationship between certain pairs of successive scientific theories.
Initially, Feyerabend drew his notion of incommensurability directly from Duhem. In discussions with Anscombe and Bohr in the early 1950s, he began to develop the idea as an attack on various forms of conceptual conservativism. He used the idea to attack many different forms of conceptual conservativism throughout his early philosophy. One could even say that FeyerabendÕs early philosophy was a series of critiques of various forms of conceptual conservativism on the basis of DuhemÕs insight that in the course of scientific advance, older ideas have been replaced by newer, incommensurable ones.
